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Article I.

Introduction

Sec. 1.1. Purpose of the Code. This Code is compiled to afford
ready access and convenient updating to those responsible for legal
education at the University of Notre Dame.
Sec. 1.2. Copies. The Code is originally prepared in seven copies,
one each in the reserve section of the Law Library, the sa.tellite law
1 i brary, and the Dean 1 s Office, the Associate Dean 1 s Office, the
Assistant Dean's Office, the Law School Administrator's Office, and
the library of the London Centre.
·~

Sec. 1.3. Updating. The Code as originally compiled was as
of August 1, 1971. This compilation is as of August 15, 1972. The
copy of the Code in the Dean's Office will be updated monthly. Other
copies will be updated no less often than twice a year.
Sec. 1.4. Sources. Sources are indicated at the end of each
section or series of sections, abbreviated as follows:

A.A.LS. - Association of American Law Schools, Articles of
Association or Regulations of the Executive Committee.
A.B.A. - Standards for Legal Education, American Bar Association.
A.C.M. - Minutes of Academic Council Meetings, University of
Notre Dame.
A.R. - Administrative Regulations promulgated by the Dean of the
Law School.
F.M. - Law School Faculty Minutes.
L.S.B. - Bulletin of Information, University of Notre Dame Law
School, September 1, 1971.
U.A.C. - Minutes of the Academic Council, University of Notre Dame.
U. F. M. - University of Notre Dame Faculty Manua 1.
S.B.A. - Resolutions and other official acts of the Notre Dame
Law School Student Bar Association.

Sec. 1. 5. Amendments. The Code may be amended by the Body having
authority over the subject matter of the section invo1ved.
Sec. 1.6. Exceptions. Exceptions to the Code may be granted to
the body having authority to amend the section at issue. The general
authority of the Dean to grant exceptions is encompassed by his responsibi1 ity for the administration, well-being, and development of
the Law School, its faculty, courses of study, and diverse activities.
( U. F. M. , Art. II , Sec. 5. )
Sec. 1.7. Cit~tion. The Hoynes Code is named in honor of Colonel
James Hoynes, fTrst Dean of the Notre Dame LavJ School, is
referred to here as the Code, and may be cited as H.C.

~~iliiam

11

Sec. 1.8.

11

11

11

References.

Sec. 1.81. Cross references to other governing documents are
listed in Art. X.
Sec. 1.82.
of Article XI.

Appendices to the Code are indexed at the beginning

Sec. 1.83.
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Art.
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Ari~ IX.
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Introduction
Faculty and Administration
Committees
Degree Requirements
Courses
Examinations
Academic Performance
Financial Aid
Readmission
Cross References
Appendices

Article II.

Faculty and Administration

Sec. 2.1. Faculty. The Law School Faculty is composed of those
members of the Faculty approved by the Provost of the University of
Notre Dame upon the recommendations of the Law School Dean and the
Law School Committee on Appointments and Promotions. (Adapted from
U. F.M. Art. IV, 96(a))
Sec. 2.2. Dean. The Dean of the Law School is appointed by the
President of the University. When such an appointment is to be made,
the Provost consults formally with all Professors and Associate
Professors of the School and reports their recommendations to the
President along with his own. (U.F.M., II, ~5.)
Sec. 2.3. Associate and Assistant Dean. The Dean of the Law
School is assisted in the duties of his Office by an Associate Dean
and an Assistant Dean of the Law School, who are appointed by the
President and who perform such duties and exercise such authority as
may be delegated to them by the Dean. (Ibid.)
Sec. 2.4. Law School Administrator. The Law School Administrator
is appointed by the Dean to perform duties of administration delegated
by the Dean. (A.R., July 1, 1971.)
Sec. 2.5 Faculty Meetings. The Law School Faculty meets at least
once each semester, at a time fixed by the Dean. Additiona 1 regular or
special meetings may be called at the Dean's discretion. The Dean
presides as Chairman at such meetings, or he may choose to appoint a
chairman or have the faculty elect a chairman in his absence. Meetings
may also be called or items placed on the agenda upon the written petition
of at least twenty-five percent of the Law Faculty. Suggestions for
addition to the agenda may be made to the Dean at least one week in advance of the date for a Faculty Meeting. (U.F.M., Art. IV, Sec. 2.)
Sec. 2.6.

Attendance at and Minutes of Faculty Meetings.

Sec. 2.61. The Faculty admits to voting membership only those
of its members who are also members of the University's Teaching
and Research Faculty. Part-time and visiting members of the Faculty
attend by invitation but do not vote. Students may request attendance
at Faculty meetings in order to present their position on matters of
concern. Members of the professional library staff attend and parti cipatec but do not vote in Faculty Meetings. (A.A.L.S., Articles,
Art. 6, ~8; U.F.M. Art. III, ~l(a); A.R. July 16, 1971; Informal
Ruling of the Provost, Nov. 10, 1970).
Sec. 2. 62. Law students
except for those meetings, or
reason closed. If a meeting,
advance notice to that effect
( F.M., Jan. 17, 1972).

are a11 owed to attend Faculty meetings,
portion thereof, which are for good
or portion thereof is to be closed
should normally be,given by the Dea~.

Sec. 2.63. Minutes of Faculty meetings are recorded and distributed to members of the Faculty v1ho were not present at the meeting,
and to other members of the Faculty v1ho request them; and to the
President, the Provost, and the Dean. (U.F.M., Art. IV, Sec. 2.)
Sec. 2.7. Student Membership on the University Academic Council.
Students are added to the Academic Council for a tv10 year period with
full speaking and voting privileges. These student members will be
selected annually from the following constituencies, in a manner
determi nt;d by a spt;(;i a1 Committee of the Ji.(:ademi c Council appointed
far tM § purp©s@ by th@ Cl1& 1l"mM1;
i)

four students, one from each of the undergraduate colleges;

2) one student from the combined Law School and MBA Program
student population;
3)

one student from the Graduate School;

4) the Academic Commissioner of Student Government will be
an ex officio member. (A.C.M. Sept. 21, 1970)
Sec. 2.8. Student Participation on Academic Committees and
Councils of the University. Student participation should be encouraged
on those academic committees and councils of the University where such
participation would benefit the total community. The appropriateness,
nature and extent of such participation should be studied by the
committees and councils, and recorrunended changes should be proposed
to the authority which establishes said committees and councils.
Where the recommendation involves a change in the wording of the
Faculty Manual such change should be considered by the Academic
Council. Inter alia, committees for admissions, appointments and
promotions, and for awarding scholarships and fellowships are inappropriate for student membership, but such committees may benefit
from other forms or participation such as receiving student opinions
of faculty teaching and the like. (A.C.M. Mar. 5, 1970.)
Sec. 2.9.

Other Policies

Sec. 2.91. The Law School Placement Service is not available to
employers who discriminate because of race, color, religion, national
origin, or sex. 11 Discriminate 11 includes denial of equal opportunity
in hiring, promotion, salary scales, or assignment.
(A.A.L.S., Articles, Art. 6, Sec. 3; A.B.A.)
Sec. 2.92.
The Law School Faculty reserves its right to
assert jurisdiction in the first instance in disciplinary
cases involving law students.
(F.M., Mar. 20, 1972.)
(A.R., June 25, 1974.)

Article :CII.

Seco 3.11" •:r:::ic F2culty con.='°C:cttcc:: c:1 .i\p;,>Gin·: i<:'.=!n.t.r.~ :::nc"l
P:cort:O'f»ions GOnsi,-;ts o:L' ;::.}_'( rneirCl.i8i:L: of tJH: "l:ull·--t~.i1'•· ·:.c r·.·;1< itef
g ta f E \,_:ho en ~joy tc:nu :;:·<.: j ri t'J) c:~ r :.:<j :; it ion~·:: , n r~d \\'rm ;.;, n·.~ nC"'t :1 n
lc'.:<:~vc of: ab::::cncec The Dc;;1n sh~:;l1. be ex o{fici.o c1L<::i:c;;.::.·L.
The CorniT1itt(::>'.} chall b2 fo":~lnal1y con::::ul"C.cd on c:.11. f<.nJit.y <1:?·.
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Library.

Sec. 3.12. The corrc:aittee shall elect by btzllot e:: \Ticc~
Chnirff1<:n, who shall prcsicle in the absence O :E the Ciir"irrn<:1.r1, c::nd
shall perform such ot11er Clutics 2s m;:=:.y be; c3c:tegatc:d to him. by
the Chairman or by the:: cornmi'ctee.
Sec. 3, 13 c
'rhe Chai.nm:m shc<ll p:cornpt.1y call e: me.::t:iw:.; c;.:
the Committee upon hearing of any situation t.h;c-:t n:t~y c;) 11 for
appointment to the Faculty, or other exercisG of 81e powers

of the Cora.1"11i ttee ..

Tho chairmnn may call a
time at his., discretionr &nd sh::;.11 do so
of the Vice-ch~i:cinzm or &ny tvm or more

·ce <'.'"!'') "\...i.-U.\...~
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the election by ballot of not less th21.n t:.v,~o nor mo~:.·e than
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formance of any duties delegated to him pursuant to ~3.12.
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A inajority of the members of the coxmnitt01'::
shall constitute a quorum.
Sec. 3 .16.

Sec. 3 ~ 17. 'rhe corn.mitte0 shall pre1)a:ce
.
a w·cJ'
. ·- ....
l. ,.. r.-.n
'~'-'P~ .,..t
of its recomrnendations. '.i:'11e Chni:nnan r.:>h(ll1 tran~m"li t this
l...,\;.; . .L

.J.... ~

\.) .l~

report to the Provost, together with his own recorc:rw,mdation~:;.

Sec. 3.18. In case of an emergency requiring an appointment to the
facu1ty before a meeting of the Committee can be held, the Chairman shall
promptiy notify the Vice-Chairman, who shall ascertain the sense of the
Committee by contacting the members as far as is practicable, and shall
report to the Chairman. The sense shall be submitted to the Provost
in the same manner as is provided in the Faculty Manual for submitting
the sense of the Committee as ascertained in a meeting.
Sec. 3.19. This provision may be amended by the Faculty of the
Law Scheol at a meeting duly called for that purpose. (F.M., Aug. 15,
1967) t.Note: Sec. 3.1 ~1as approved forma1iy as an interpretation of
the Faculty Manual, by the Vice President for Academic Affairs. J
Sec. 3.2. Other Committees. Other committees are created by the
Dean, or by a maJor1ty of the Faculty, permanently or temporarily, as
he or the Faculty determine a necessity for them. (U.F.M. Art. IV,
Sec. 6(b).)
Sec. 3.3. Voting_by students on Faculty Committees. The Facuity
authorizes student voting membership on each committee. The Faculty
members of the committee sha 11 decide, by majority vote, whether and
on what business a student member shall vote, and no more than one
student member shall vote. (F.M., September 28, 1968; October 4, 1971.)
Sec. 3.4. Attendance at Meetings of Faculty Committees. The
Faculty members of the committee sha 11 do:.ci de, by majority vote whether
and on what business to invite one or more student members. (F:M.,
Sept. 28, 1968; October 4, 1971.)

(substitute page for Hoynes Code, 9/26/74)
ARTICLE IV
Sec. 4.1.

Degree Requirements

Credit Hours

Sec. 4.11.
The minimum total credit hours required for
graduation shall be 84.
Sec. 4.12.
Each student shall be ~equired to take a~
least 14 hours in every semester, exclusive of summe~ sessions,
except that students in the third year shall be required to take
on each semester either 14 hours or five courses totaling 12
hours or more.
"Third year 11 in this section means students
who have satisfactorily completed 56 semester hours or more.
"Courses" in this section includes co-curricular activities
approved under Sec. 4.13.
(F.M., April 3, 1970; F.M., Feb. 25,
1971; F.M., May 8, 1972; F.M., April 24, 1973; A.R., Feb. 8, 1974;
F.M., Sept. 17, 1974.)
Sec. 4.13. Academic credit, on a 11 pass-fail" basis, may
be awarded to students participating in co-curricular activities
which comply with plans which have been approved by the faculty
prior to the commencement of the activity for which credit is
awarded, provided that no more than 2 hours per semester be
applied to the minimum semester hour requirement as provided in
Section 4.12 above and further provided that no more than 4 credit
hours so earned may be applied toward the minimum credit hours
required for graduation as provided in Section 4.11 above.
In
determining whe.ther to approve plans pursuant to which credit
will be awarded for co-curricular activities, the faculty shall
consider, (1) The educational value of the activity, (2) The
extent and type of supervision and direction of activity, (3)
The extent and manner of periodic evaluation and review of the
performance of students participating in the activity, (4) The
amount of time required to earn the credit.
(F.M., April 3, 1970;
F.M., February 25, 1971; F.M., May 8, 1972.)
Sec. 4.14.
Students who would have graduated before June 1
1973, if this resolution has not been passed, may graduate. (F.M'.,
May 9, 1972.)
(Sec. 4.11 required 80 hours, prior to the amendments of May 8, 1972; and Sec. 4.13 read as follows:
The minimum
number of credit hours required during each semester of the third
year shall be 10 for a student who actively participates during
t~e entire semester, in work of the Lawyer, Moot Court
Legal
Aid and Defender, or Legislative Bureau.)
(F.M., Aprii 3, 1970;
F.M., February 25, 1971; A.R., March 20, 1973.)

Sec. 4.15.
Implementation regulations under Sec. 4.13
are in Appendix E of this Code.
(A.R., February 1973.)
Sec. 4.16. Audited ~o~r~es in_ the Law_Sc~ool are permitted
or_ law students without administrative permission; however,
auditors must obtain the permission of the instructor in the
course being audited. No record of audited courses will be
kept by the Law School and audited courses will not appear on
transcripts.
(F.M., M~rch 20, 1973.)
f

(Hoynes Code Amendments 11/25/74)
Sec. 4.2.

Semesters in Residence.

Sec. 4.21. In order to qualify for the juris doctor degree,
a student must engage in full time law study for six semesters,
or for five semesters in addition to two approved summer sessions.
Sec. 4.22. The Faculty's recommended standards respecting
approval of summer sessions are: (1) that the student carry at
least six semester hours of academic credit in each session, (2)
that the sessions be at least five weeks in duration, and (3) that
the session be conducted at a law school approved by the American
Bar Association. These standards will permit two summer sessions
conducted in a single summer, if the conditions stated here are
met. However, no more than two suID.J.~er sessions will be accepted
toward the juris doctor degree, except that the Dean may waive this
restriction, as to a third summer session, in cases of extreme
hardship. A summer session held prior to September 1, 1974, meets
these standards if the student carried at least five semester hours
of academic credit in that session.
Sec. 4.23. The semesters in residence required by Sec. 4.21
must be pursued on a Notre Dame campus, except in the case of students
who are transferred from another law school, in which case four
semesters or three semesters and two approved summer sessions
must be pursued on a Notre Dame campus.
Sec. 4.24. The semester prior to graduation must be spent on
the Notre Dame campus in Indiana.
Sec. 4.25. The full semester (not including a summer session)
prior to the last must be spent on the Notre Dame campus in Indiana
unless the requ.irement of this Sec. 4. 25 is waived by the Dean
upon a finding that the predominant part of the student's professional preparation has been obtained on the Notre Dame campus in
Indiana, and that the reasons are educationally compelling for
spending the full semester prior to the last elsewhere. (F .M. ,
Feb. 21, 1971; F.M., March 13, 1972; A.R., Feb. 8, 1974; A.R.,
July l, 1974; F.M., November 12, 1974.)
Sec. 4.3. Part-Time Law Students. Students may enroll on a
part-time basis, subject to the same admission requirements as students who study on a full-time basis. Students enrolling without
firm plans to qualify for the J.D. degree may enroll as special
students. Students who plan to qualify for the degree will be enrolled as regular students and will be subject to the requirement
that they complete work on the degree within five academic years.
Special students who begin a degree program within one calendar
year of their first enrollment as special students will receive
credit for work successfully completed as special students. This
policy will not be published in the Law School bulletin. (F.M.,
Aug. 19, 1969.)

Sec. 4.4. Weeks and Hours. Degree requirements for the
juris doctor degree include the successful completion in residence
of at least ninety full weeks of work consisting of at least
1,080 class hours of at least 50 minutes each.
(A.A.L.S., Regulations, Sec. 2.1.)
Sec. 4.51.
Graduate School Courses.
It is the policy of
the Vice Presidentfor Advanced Studies that law students may
enroll for three credit hours of graduate work concurrent with
and in addition to the normal credit hour load in the Law School.
In exceptional cases, involving superior students, an additional
three credit hours of graduate work may be taken, but no more
than a total of six credit hours may be carried with a normal
load in the Law School.

Sec. 4.52. No additional tuition charge shall be made to the student
While he is enrolled in the Law School for the graduate work he may pursue.
Sec. 4.53.
In accord with University and Graduate School regulations,
a law
student seeking a degree in the Graduate School [that is, a degree
other than the J.D.]:
a. must apply for admission to the Graduate School and be accepted by
the appropriate department;

b,

must spend at l~ast one semester after (preferably contiguous wi.th)

his residency in the Law School in residence in the Graduate School; and

c.
cannot receive both his Law degree and a Graduate degree at the
same commencement.
(Vice President for Advanced Studies, November 21, 1971.)
Sec. 4.54. Up to three courses of satisfactory graduate work, in
compliance with Sec. 4.51, may be credited toward the J.D. degree.
(A.R.,
November 22, 1971.)

(Hoynes Code Amendments 4/15/75)
Article V.
Sec. 5.1.

Courses

Elective Courses.

Sec. 5.11.
Second and third year course~ are delecdt~v~,
With the followina provision as to implementation an a ministration:
core cours~s and model programs are to be reco~end~d by
the Faculty and an intensive system of Faculty counseling is
to be established for 'student guidance.
(Core Courses and
model programs are contained in appendices A - C.)
Sec. 5.12. All courses in the first year shall be
required.
(F.M., Mar. 5, 1971.)
Sec. 5.13..
It is the sense of the Law Faculty that some
courses or blocks of courses be required after the first year.
The Curriculum Committee is charged to provide proposals to the
Faculty on or before December 31, 1975.
(F.M., April 10, 1975.)
Sec. 5.2.

Professional Responsibility.

Sec. 5.21. Each third-year student, as a condition to
graduation but not for credit, is required to submit a relatively short paper dealing with a matter of .p:i:o~essional ethics
covered in the Code of Professional Responsibility.
This paper
will be prepared under the supervision of a member of the Faculty.
It must be submitted no later than the first class day
of the student's last semester and, if unsatisfactory, must be
revised until it is satisfactory.
Sec. 5.22.
In addition to the requirements of Sec. 5.21,
each third-year student must certify that he has read and understood the Code of Professional Responsibility.
(F.M., July 6, 1971.)
Sec. 5.3.
Course Withdrawals . . Any course may be dropped
or added routinely during the first five class days of the
semester. A course may be dropped without penalty only during
the first five full weeks of the semester with the permission
of the instructor involved, or with the permission of the Dean
provided that:
'
a)

b)

the student's course load does not fall below fourteen
hours; or
the minimum hour requirement is relaxed by the Dean
for good cause shown.

Upon withdrawal the student is to rec~ive a grade of W (withdrawal).
Students who drop classes after the first five full weeks of the
semester will receive a grade of "Incomplete."
(F.M., Aug. 12, 1970.)
. . sec. ~.4. Limit on Directed-Readin s Proarams. It is the
administrative practice o the Dean and Assistant Dean to deny
approval to more than one directedreadings program per semester
for each student. Directed readings programs carry one or two
semester hours of credit, in the discretion of the member of
the Faculty offering the program.
(A.R., August 30, 1972.)

Article VI.
Sec. 6.1.
Requirements.

Attendance and Examinations

Eligibility to take Examinations and Other Attendance

Sec. 6.11. To be eligible to take examinations a student must attend
classes regularly and punctually, and his class performance must be satisfactory. (F.M., April 1, 1969)
S~~.

6.12. A stud@nt

enro11~d

in the Practice Court program is

to attend trials held during the semester in which he is enrolled.

3/16/72.)

r~ouired

(A.~.,

Sec. 6.13. First year students are required to serve, when summoned,
as jurors in the Practice Court. Failure to respond to a juror summons
renders the student ineligible to enroll for the Practice Court program.
(A. R., 3/16/72.)

Sec. 6. 21.

PrE:<:~inhle.

We, the studc:;nts of Th0 Law School

o:f the Uni vend ty··~·f·;~J;~t.re Dr:rnc, en.1.:-olied as cBrididates for

admission to the privi.i.ege:3 and respo1~s:i.b:Lli-Ci0s of the pr.:::;ctice of l<.1wp do orduin c-m6 est;.:,-;)J.ish this Hono:c Cocie~
'l'his
Cod-3 is bets<:.:d upon the a~:;:::;uraption that <J E;tu(.Jc:mt 0t \:he~ h"otrc::
Darne La·;~· Scho::,l is as·:::d.:i.:-irrg to enter t:n hono:c:-ed profC'.ssion,
and that his characte:c end coneiuct while attc::ndinq this Ls.w
School will at all timas be a favorable reflection upon his
future proft=!SSion F his School r a.nd himsclL
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~,,,.
~,.: <-1 ......tt:...-,jJ,.O:C1...
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L\•lO·-tnirds vot:e of ·cne SCUOCliL "'j-.""
JU(r/ c'..L.'-"
L\)
''··'-'·
studc=m·[::;: prcs<'";:-1 t:ly .in The La'W SC'nool ar:c'l to aU. sLndc·nh;
Who entc?r 'I'he :cc:i.w Schoo 1 ther.::~21 :Ctc::::c.
[J-Z:~~..0.: Th2 l 1or10 r
J_
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Code was adopi.:ed Decer;1be:c 10, 1962 ..

J_

J .. ,.
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Sec. 6.232. A stu~ent shall not discuss an exnmination
With
anyone either in the I,aw Bui1c.~ing, or cl:::ewllC:~re ,, durin(':
i i:s progress~
Soc. 6.233.
A student shall engag0 in no discussion
whatsoever of an exu.mination with c'1 profe:::sor eifte~c the:
papers have been handed in and prior to the posting of grades.
Sec. 6. 234-.
No numbers used by students for the exuminat.ions are to be revealed or any grades asked of ;;by n1.0mbor
of the faculty or administration until the final grades are
released by the appropriate office.
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a violation of the code and a 6i::>1lorie~:;t ;1ct. \vitid n -C.1;:::: ;'.>ccp;:-;
SGCo 6. 2lc

Of

6.2620
ation, afte~ receiving the reportr, is of tho opinion that tho
m0.ttc::r \·l<:irr2nts the attention of· the Dc<: 1 n, he sh;::,l}_ pror:1pt.ly
notify the Dean of the alleged violation.
Sec"

Sec. 6.263.
Sec. 6.26 is intended as 2n applicution to
the :caw SchooJ.. student body of the principle ern1x)(:Jied in
Canon 29 of the canons of Leq2.l Ethics of the 2-\mor:u.--__.t..rn bcxr
l':..s~.::ociation~ 'i.rJhich st.ates: "Lz-:rwye::tr:> f:'.hcm.ld sxpc::::~e \·i'ithou c.
fe2~r or favor before- the proper tribunals corrupt oj.- dislJ()!lC'.':i:.
conduct in the rn:ofes~d.on •••• i:
[Canon /.9 if> now covered bv
See:. DH.-103 o:f the Code of P3'.·ofessiona1 Eesponsibi l:i_ ty. 1

Sec::

0

6 ~ ;2 7
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-~~~~-~)_;~:.,[~~~C~ .1c~~.
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[ FT0!1C} ~c 1

CtJ \·] (_:

illC!)'

})C:!

e:rc:<~; nc] ~::c·l

by <'1 t·wo~·t11i:ccJ~-} vote; of the stt'c~c:n·c body~
Eulc:.s o·\.:110 r t.h2n
those permitted by Sec, 6. 2/i-, peru.-,inincr to tl!.e c"li:.ocip}_ine::
Of students is:3uc::d by mc:~1ibe:cs of the:: :f.:2.cult.y or -c·11c ~:'iclrnin.i.:·:-~
~- -\ .
.
. .
' .. l
l
1.-LO.\~lon, or by :::tuck:nt o:cqarn?::n.:toz·:s snD.1_ not ,:;,e co;;:-;io;::::i:cd
a part: of t.his· [Honor! Code,, unless such ru1.<? has bc2e:n :Ln-cor·pcn:-at0d into this [II011or1 Cc-cic by 11.-.ec>.ns of the:: an~e:no<;.tory
Procedure stated herein.
(S.Bol\~ Dec. 10, 1962.)
F

Sec:.

6.3~

Procedur(-;

#

Seco 6.31.
Pm:-suant to trie Honor Codr:; [I-1.C. §6,2·1J,
Profensors ·who believe they have discovered an Hon,)r Code
Violation, or ;..my other member of the L~w School con-1rnuni ty
Who so believes, .,.~ill refer the~ fuct[:> in their pos:::>c::;.:sion
to the President of the Student Bar Association.

Sec. 6.32. The President of the Stud0nt Bar A3socivtion
Will then determine,. by wh2.tc~ver procedural incans he c1ecm~:.:
appropriate~ wheth2r there is substi:tnce to tl~e ch~rgc:.
If
substance:
found, the President of the Student Bar l»s::;ociation will refer the matter to the Dean ..

is

Sec. 6. 33.
Upon receiving this referral, the De2cr1 wi11·
offer the accused person the option of n hearing before an
i:'td hoc investigr.d;;.ing coro~ni ttee made np of stuck;:nts and fi'~cu~i.. -Cv
(in equal nuznbers), or a simil&r :i10aring before the Deun. :en-·

E'!ither case, the hea:cing will encompasc guilt

Els

Hell as

penalty., '.f.'he corn.mi ttee 1 s role 'i<<'ill be advi.sory to the Dean.,
(A~ Ro July 7, 1971.,}

Sec. 6.4.
Student Examination Numbers. To insure impartiality,
written examinations are taken anonymously; prior to each examination
the student draws a number and it is his number, not his name, which
appears on his examination papers. Examinations may be either written
or typed but must be typed if a student s handviriting is (1) i 11 egi bl e
or (2) so distinctive as to betray his identity.
(L.S.B. p. 18)
1

Sec. 6.5
Confidentiality. The records of students at the Lavi
School, including grades, are confidential and are not open to anyone
except the student himself and the Faculty and Staff for internal administrative purposes.
(F.M., Sept. 30, 1969.)
Sec. 6.61. Administration of Examinations and Release of Grades.
A locked box will be used for examination numbers. The box will be locked
before any numbers are put in it. The only key to the box will be held
by the President of the Student Bar Association. The Law School Administrator will supervise the number assignment system. Numbers may be
assigned during the semester to accomodate special examination schedules.
Sec. 6.62. Before the examination is finished (after it begins),
the box will be taken to the Dean's office and locked in his closet.
Sec. 6.63. The box will not be removed from the Dean's closet,
and the key will remain with the S.B.A. President, until all grades
are in.
Sec. 6.64. Each faculty member, as he finishes grading, will turn
in his grade, report (by number) to the Law School Administrator, who
will immediately make a xerox copy of the report and post it. These
grade reports will be posted on a locked bulletin board, cleared for
that purpose.
Sec. 6.65. Individual grade reports to students will be made by
the University. The Law Schoo 1 vii 11 not make grade reports directly to
students, except in cases of dismissal for academic dificienty.
Sec. 6. 66.

Faculty members are expected to report a 11 grades within
This duty normally
takes precedence over all other Un1vers1ty duties. In the spring semester
a somewhat earlier deadline will be required as to courses with graduating'
studnets.
(A.R., July 13, 1971.)
tv10 weeks of the last day of the e~amin~tion pe;riod.

Sec. 6.67. All grades will be final when filed with the L~w School
Administrator and may not be changed thereafter except for clerical or
administrative errors. (F.M., Aug. 18, 1970.)
Sec. 6. 7. Review of Grades. The Faculty approves the vi e;1s
concerning the review of grades as expressed in the Report of tne
Committee on Grades and Examinations of January 27, 1970. [This
report is contained in appendix D of the Code. F.M.~ January 27, 1970.]
S@~. 9.8!

~f<gDKj!}§Lfill~i Qr~d@~.

Sec. 6.81. All ranking is abolished, both internally and externally.
(F.M., Mar. 24, 1969.)
Sec. 6.821.

Grades are not calculated on a numerical basis.

Sec. 6.822. Students whose initial entry into the Law School v1as in
or before the fall semester 1971 shall be graded in four categories:
Honors, High Pass, Pass, and Fail.
Sec. 6.823. Students whose initial entry into the Law School is in
or after the fall semester 1972 shall be graded in five categories: A, B,
C, D, and F.
in

Sec. 6.824. No numerical values shall be assigned to the categories
this Sec. 6.8.

.
Sec. 6.825. In elective courses other than core courses, and only
with the permission of the professor teaching the particular course, each
student may choose one course per semester which will be graded on a pass/
fail basis. jF.M., Mar. 25, 1969; F.M., Sept. 1971).
Sec. 6.83. It is the declared policy of the Faculty that in courses
requiring submission of a paper, the paper must be specially prepared by
the student for that course. Incorporation of any material prepared by
the student earlier shall be first cleared with the professor. (F.M.
Oct. 11, 1971.)

Article VII.
Sec. 7.1.

Academic Performance

Failures of Second- and Third-Year Courses.

Sec. 7.11. Failure of a required course requires a student to
repeat the course and obtain a passing grade, unless for good cause
shown the faculty votes to relax that requirement in a particular case.
(F.M., Mar. 25, 1969.)
Sec. 7.13. Failure of an elective course does not require the
student to repeat it: however it earns no credit for graduation.
(F.M., Mar. 25, 1969)
Sec. 7.14. If a student fails a course, whether or not it is a
required course the student may, if otherwise eligible to continue,
retake the cour~e, and his grade upon retaking the course shall be
recorded along with his original grade in the course. If a student
ret~kes a course, the professor teaching that course shall have the
option of requiring that the retaking be by means of repeating the
course, taking directed readings, or re-tes~ing, or any combination
of these options. Nothing herein shall be interpreted as affecting
the rule that required courses must be passed.
(F.M., Nov. 1971.)
Sec. 7.15. A repeated course shall be registered for by the
proper name of the course and its regularly assigned credit hours.
(A.R., 5/23/72.)
. Sec. 7.16. A repeated course does not count toward compliance
with the minimum course load requirements under Haynes Code Article 4.
(A.R., 5/23/72.)
Sec. 7.17. A failure which is successfully cured under this section
d(oes not count under the cumulative failure rule of Section 7.3.
A.R., 5/23/72.)
.sec. 7.18.

A failure in any required first-year course shall
r~quire.repeating the course, except that the professor shall have the
~iscretion to waive the requirement if the second semester of the course
is pa~sed. Such waiver shall not change the student's record and shall
not give any credit hours toward graduation.

h

Sec. 7.2.

Dismissal on Academic Grounds.

Sec. 7.21. Dismissal. Two failures totaling four or more credit
hours in any one semester beyond the first semester of the first year,
or three failures totaling six or more credit hours during the student's
~aw school career, subsequent to the first semester, render the student
ineligible to continue. However, if he has failed six credit hours or
more during the first semester, he will be ineligible to continue into
the second year if he fails three or more credit hours in the second
semester of the first year. This section applies to all students
presently and hereafter enrolled in the Law School. (F.M., Nov. 23,
1970; July 6, 1971.)
Sec. 7.22. In addition to the requirements of Sec. 7.31, four grades
of Dor worse totaling eight or more credit hours in any one semester
beyond the first semester of the first year, or ten grades of 0 or worse
totaling twenty or more credit hours during the student's law school
career subsequent to the first semester, render the student ineligible
to continue. This Sec. 7.32 applies only to students whose initial
entry into the Law School is in or after the Fall Semester 1972.
(F.M., Nov., 1971.)
Sec. 7.3.

Eligibility for Second Year Abroad Program.

Sec. 7.31. No student is eligible to participate in the Second
Year Abroad Program unless he has successfully completed all firstyear courses. (F.M., Sept. 29, 1970.)
. Sec. 7.32. The Dean may in his discretion waive one first-semester
failure, for ·purposes of eligibi1ity for the London Program. (F.M.,

March 20, 1972.)

(additional page for Haynes Code, 2/15/74)
(do not discard the existing page for Sec. 7.4)

7.4

Requirements for Graduation with Honors
(Effective September 1, 1974)

7.41. In addition to meeting the regular requirements for graduation,
a candidate for a cum laude (with honors) degree must present at least 80
per cent of his total credit hours with the grades of A or B, of which not
less than 50 per cent of his total c1~edit hours must be with the grade of A.
In addition, the candidate may not have failed or received D in more than
five per cent of his total credit hours undertaken.
7.42. In addition to meeting the regular requirements for graduation,
a candidate for a magna cum laude (with high honors) degree must present at
least 85 per cent of his total credit hours with the grades of A or B, of
which not less than 65 per cent of his total credit hours must be with the
grade of A. In addition, the candidate may not have failed or received D
in more than five per cent of his total credit hours undertaken.

7.43. In addition to meeting the regular requirements for graduation,
a candidate for a summa cum laude (with highest honors) degree must present
at least 90 per cent of his total credit hours with the grades of A or B,
of which not less than 75 per cent of his total credit hours must be with the
grade of A. In addition, the candidate may not have failed or received D in
any of his total credit hours undertaken.
7.44. For purposes of computing percentages under Sec. 7.4, decimals
are rounded to the nearest whole number; for example, 64.50 per cent A grades
shall be deemed 64 per cent, and 64.51 per cent A grades shall be deemed
65 per cent, and so forth.
(F.M., June 27, 1969; F.M., Nov. 20, 1973.)

Sec. 7.4.

Requirements for Graduation with Honors.

Sec. 7.41. In addition to meeting the regular requirements for
graduation, a candidate for a cum laude (with honors] degree must present
at least 80% of his total credit hours with the grades of Honors or High
Pass, of which not less than 50% of his total credit hours must be with
the grade of Honors. In addition, the candidate may not have failed in
more than 5% of his total credit hours undertaken.
Sec. 7.42. In addition to meeting the regular requirements for
graduation, a candidate for a magna cum laude (with high honors1 degree
must present at least 85% of his total credit hours with the grades of
Honors or High Pass of which not less than 65% of his total credit hours
must be with the gr~de of Honors. In addition, the candidate may not have
failed in more than 5% of his total credit hours undertaken.
Sec. 7.43. In addition to meeting the regular requirements for
graduation, a candidate for a summa cum laude (with highest honors]
degree must present at least 90% of his total credit hours with the
grades of Honors or High Pass, of which not less than 75% of his total
credit hours must be with the grade of Honors. In addition, the candidate
may not have failed any of his total credit hours undertaken .
. Sec. 7.44. For purposes of computing percentages under Sec. 7.5,
decimals are rounded to the nearest whole number; for example, 64.50%
Honors grade shall be deemed 64%, and 64.51% Honors grade shall be deemed
65%, and so forth. (F.M., June 27, 1969.)

Article VIII.

Financial Aid

Sec. 8.1. Need. No scholarship will be granted to students who
cannot demonstrateneed. (F.M., Mar. 10, 1970.)
.
Sec. 8.2. Tuition Grants. A new category of financial assistance
is established, to be called irTuition Grants. 11 The retention of such
grants are based upon the student's ability to maintain a minimum passing
average.
Sec. 8.22. The faculty will annually determine the number of
"tuition grants" which are to be awarded for each succeeding year .
. Sec. 8. 23. The purpose o'. 11 tui ti on grants 11 • is to pro vi de opportun1 ty for the educationally disadvantaged, particularly black students.
Sec. 8.24. Approximately one-third of all individual allocations of
.
a1d shall be given as tuition grants, but not to exceed one half.
( F. M. , Mar. 10 , 19 70. )

Sec. 8.3.

Scholarship Retention.

Sec. 8.31. The scholarship retention standard is a mid-point between
.
High Pass and Pass, determined cumulatively at the end of each academic
Year. (F.M., Mar. 10, 1970; April 3, 1970; April 10, 1972).
Sec. 8.32.

For students entering the Law School on or after the

bfall semester 1972, the scholarship retention standard is a mid-point

etween B and c, determined cumulatively at the end of each academic
Year. (F.M., April 10, 1972).

':;

Sec. 8. 4.

Students vH-io h':Lthdn~w f:cr:rn L~w sc·~2.:.?.0L

If

a student is draft~d, or if he volunteers for. nili\:ary ::;ex~
vice,. his scholarship c:md/or cnsh grant is "f::coz,::i-i_" If ::.i.
student voluntarily withdraws for any reason, including that
of procuring a draft-exempt st2tus (e. CJ> teoching-), the
student will have abandoned his scholarship c:.:nd/or c<1sh q:cc;ni..:,
but will retain his <1.cademic standing ..
(F.Mc, Aug~ 19, 1969.)

··---.">

(Hoynes Code .Amendments, 7/1/74)
Article IX.
Sec. 9.1.

Readmission

Standards and Procedure for Readmission.

Sec. 9.11. Readmission to the Law School after exclusion
for academic failure will be allowed only where that failure
was caused by unavoidable and non-recurrent circumsta:-,~es of
an extraordinary nature.
Sec. 9.12. Application for readmission to a September
term must be s~bmitted to the Dean no later than the preceding
July 1.
Sec. 9.13. The readmission of a student will be on condition
that Sec. 7.21.apply to the first semester as well as all other
semesters.
(F.M., Dec. 18, 1970, June 7, 1974; A.R., July 1, 1974.)
Sec. 9.14. Students who are readmitted to the second year
after academic dismissal receive credit for any courses they have
completed successfully before readmission. The course failure
requirements of Sec. 7.21 will be interpreted by the Dean not
to apply to course failures prior to readmission. Required
semesters in residence must be pursued according to the minimum
hour requirements of Sec. 4.1; however, the Dean interprets
Sec. 5.3 to permit waiver of such requirements to accommodate a
specific and promising regimen of law study.
(A.R., September 15, 1971.)
,···:

Sec. 9.15. When it is determined that a student is to be
readmitted, a program will be established for the remainder of
that student's career in the law school, with particular attention to that student's:
(a) retaking, under Sec. 7.14, courses which were failed
or in which the student received a grade of "D"·
'
(b) spending one or more additional semesters in residence,
and being subject to a restriction on whether those
semesters may be taken in summer sessions or in programs
other than the Notre Dame p~ogram at the Indiana campus;
and, among other considerations,
(c) being subject to probationary restrictions such as the
extension of the one-failure rule of Sec. 7. 21 to
semesters beyond the first year.
(F.M., June 7, 1974.)
1

(Hoynes Code .Amendments, 9/26/74)
Sec. 9.16. In exercising his discretion on whether to
readmit students, the Dean will consider whether or not the
student sought to remedy circumstances and conditions which contributed to his failure to pass courses. These considerations
will be stated in more detail in a memorandum appendix to the
Hoynes Code (Appendix G). (A.R., July 1, 1974.)

S@c. 9.17.

An.y student who, in th@ first 0@m~at@r of
the first year, received grades of D or ~ower in three or more
courses or grades of F in two courses must, within two weeks
after the beginning of the second semester of the first year,
meet with the Dean, Associate Dean or Assistant Dean for purposes of counseling and program planning. Any student whose
record falls within the above sentence who does not attend to
this counseling meeting or fails to adopt the recommendations
after this counseling meeting, shall not be considered for
readmission if such student is dismissed for academic reasons
at the end of the second semester of the first year.
Any student who, in the first semester of the first year,
receives grades of D or lower in two courses or a grade of F
in one course is advised to, within two weeks after the beginning of the second semester of the first year, meet with the
Dean, Associate Dean or Assistant Dean for purposes of counseling
and program planning. Failure by any student whose record falls
within the sentence next above to attend to this recommended
meeting, or to adopt the recommendation of such meeting, shall
be considered as relevant to an application for readmission by
the student if such student is dismissed for academic reasons
at the end of the second semester of the first year.
(F.M.,
Sept . 17 , 19 7 4. )
Sec. 9.18. Applicants seeking transfer from other law
schools must make a written statement of previous attendance in
law school. Admission on transfer·from schools not accredited
by the American Bar Association is usually denied. Exceptions
may be made in extraordinary cases. (A.A.L.S. Regulations,
Sec. 1.6; F.M., Sept. 17, 1974.)
/

.I
'''!

.

Article X.

'

Cross References

Articles of Association, and Regulations of the Executive
Commitee 1 Association of American Lnw Schools, available in t.he most recent annual Proceedings

Bulletin, Notre Dame Law School, Septornber, l971
Faculty Manual, university of Not.re Dame (1968}
Minutes of 'the l\cademic co:unciJ., University of Notre Da::r10,.
filed in the Office of the Provost

Minutes of the Law Faculty, University of Notre
in the Dr~an 1 s Office

/

·---~---

D21me,

filed

(Hoynes Code Amendments, 7/1/74)

Article XI.

Appendices

Appendix A

1972-73 Curriculum

Appendix B

Core Courses

Appendix

c

M.B.A./J.D. Curriculum

Appendix D

Report of the Committee on Grades and
Examinations - 27 January 1970

Appendix E

Regulations for Awarding Academic Credit
under Sec. 4.13

Appendix F

Notre Dame Lawyer Statutes (F.M., Nov. 20, 1973.)

Appendix G

Memorandum on Readmission

FALL
CURRICULUM 1972-73

Contracts
Torts
Property
Procedure
Criminal Law
Legal Bibliography
legal Profession
~

-

3 hrs
3 hrs
1 hr

O hrs.

Murphy
Rice
Kellenberg
Thornton
Foschio I Dutile
Mcintire
Shaffer

ELECTIVES

Constitutional Law
Commercial Transactions
Business Associations
Federal Income Tax
Property Settlement
Practice Court
labor Law
labor Arbitration
Administrative Law
Advanced Corporations
Social Legislation
Leg a1 Counse 1ing
African Law
Minority Business Planning
Federal Courts
Environmental Law
Law and Technology .
Real Estate Transactions
[ Credi tors Remedies and
Debtors' Protection]
Criminal Practice
Criminal Procedure
Jurisprudence
Local Government
International Law
Directed Readings
Community Property
Legal Accounting
Law and Social Problems
[ Deceptive Practices and
Unfair Competitio~
Conflict of Laws
Advanced Jurisprudence
1

\

3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs.

4
3

4
4
4
3

3
2
3

2

3
3

2
2
3
3

1 or 2

3

Beytagh
Moo
Murdock
Link
Campfield
Barrett
Broderick
Broderick
Beytagh
Murdock
Rodes
Shaffer
Kell enberg
Murdock
Thornton
Mcintire
Link
Boynton

3
3

Moo
Foschio
Dutile
Rodes
Mcintire
Lewers

2

Campfield
Slowey
Lewers I Shaffer

2

3
3

2

1 or 2
2
2
-

3

2

!
-'

McNamee
Lewers
Rice

SPRING
CURRICULUM 1972-73
~TYEAR

Contracts
Torts
Property
Procedure
Criminal Procedure
Moot Court

3 hrs
3
3
3
3

Murphy
Rice
Kell enberg
Thornton
Foschio I Du ti 1e

3

Moo

3
4
4
3
3

2

Moo
Rodes
Rice
Broderick
Beytagh
Kellenberg

3

Link

2

Murdock
Broden
Link

1

ELECTIVES
Corrmercial Transactions
[Banking, Commercial Paper
and Business Credit]
Business Associations
Constitutional Law
Evidence
Anti-Trust
Family Law
[International Business
Transactions]
Directed Readings
Securities Regulation
Law and Poverty
.. ,
Law and Technology
[Administration of Criminal
Justice J
Constitutional Litigation
Land Use Planning
Civil & Pol Liberties
Legal History
Minority Business Planning
Federal Tax Survey
Environmental Problems
[International Trade and
Investment]
Admiralty
Property Settlement
Practice Court
Tax Planning and Procedure
Conflict of Laws
Estate Planning
Advanced Trial Practice
Consumer Credit

1 or 2
2
1 or 2

3
2
3
3
2

2

4
3
2
3
4
3

2

3
3

2

2

Dutile
Beytagh
Mcintire
Beytagh
Rodes
Murdock
Campfield
Mcintire
Lewers
Thornton
Shaffer
Barrett
Thornburg
lewers
Campfield
Broderick
Moo

{.I

- -

Facu 1 ty Suggestions in Regard to
l~

the S ~lecti.'on of Elective courses
~

Core courses:

.
d
·1Y <=t"'1e11'-c
No courses af:teJ:- the first year are require
bcln " '-·'-" · L--~
will nonetheless choose to pursue a balanced curriculumo Ot11ers
may desire to place emphasis upon particular a::ceas in the courses
they electo
Experience has shown, howcver 1 1:hat many whc concentrate their attention durina law school in a special field do not
eventually pr<lcticc in "Lha t _, f icld.. purthe:crnore, even if one does
practice in his or her intended field, a broad and balanced program of legal education will ordinarily assist that individual in
functioning more effectively as a lawyer~ For example, a c:ciminnl
·1awyer 1nay bccorne involved in tax problems, a gener.al practitioner.·
wid1 constitutional law / and a corporate la:wye): with evickntiary
matters. Moreover. those who are primarily interested in socalled "public law 11 areas may well benefit as much if not more
fro:n courses in the business law and related field:.;~
0

l'~ccordin9ly, :Lt is the faculty's judgment that ·t:he followin~;

core of coursQs are sufficiently important to a car.-ec.;1~ as a la'.<'yc·r
that they ~;hould be taken rega:cd:Less of a student! s particulz·,J: or
specie:1l interests; o.11 students are ux:ged to elect them~
Since
all but Practic~. Co'ln:t and a lcg·al philosophy cotn:sc ;_.1.x-c bc=i.s:Lc
to other electives that a student might wisl1 to talce, it is SU8gcsted that (except for students who spend their second yca:c in
England) the other six courses be taken during the second yenr.
The recommended·' core courses are:
.
.
Business Associations
Commercial Transactions
Constitutional Law
Evidence
A federal taxation course
A lc9al philosophy course
Practice court
Property Settlement

2.

In addition to t:hc above courses recomrnended for all students¥

the following courses are recommended for those interested in the
fields indicated.

-2Ad

a. Business Law
vanced Corporations
Creditor's Remedies & Debtor's
Protection
Federal Income Tax
b. General Practice
Real Estate Transactions
Creditor's Remedies & Debtor's
Protection
Practice Court
Loca1 Government Law

. . c. Litigation
Criminal Practice
Federal Courts
Advanced Trial Practice
3.

Entity Taxation
Anti-Trust Law
International Business
Transactions
Estate Planning
Family Law
Conflicts

Constitutional Litigation
Administrative Practice

A number of courses are offered which fit generally into the field of public law Labor Law
Local Government Law
Administrative Law
Federal Jurisdiction
Criminal Procedure
Criminal Practice
Civil and Political Liberties
International Law
Land Use Planning
Environmental Law
Labor Arbitration

Social Legislation
Administrative Practice
Law and Poverty
Admin. of Criminal Justice
Church-State Relations
Legal History
Constitutional Litigation
Anti-Trust
Government Contracts
Conflicts

From this list several groupings of course might be selected for those with
the special interests indicated below:

a.

Criminal Law -Criminal Practice
Administration of Criminal Justice
Constitutional Litigation

b.

Local Government -Local government law~
Land use planning
Law and poverty

- ..
c..

,)-

Poverty law.
Law and poverty
Consumer Credit
~ocial Legislation
Family Law

i\drninistration of Criminal Justice

·.
de.

Political and Civil Liberties
.·

Labor law -Labor I,a·w

Administrative La~
Labor Arbitration

Administrative PracticE!
e.

International Law

f.

Environmental Law

International Law
International Business Transactions·
(Note:
in 19 7 2-7 3 8 on the return of Fa t11er Lewe:cs: a
more elaborate sequence will be available) ..

Environmental Law
Seminar in Environmental Problems
Land Use Planning
Local.Government Law
Administrative Law
Selected Interdisciplinary courses

and importantly, Accounting for Lawyers a.s w0ll
as the following cour.ses are recommended for all 0£ the areas in
paragraph 2 above.
4.

1\dditionally~

Administrative Law

Federal courts
Conflicts

Social Legislation

Anti-Trust

5~

There are a number of specialized courses which could profi.t- ·
ably be taken in connection with the areas of interest listed in
paragraphs 2 and 3 above.

Comroercial Paper
Consumer credit
International Business Transactions

Tax Procedure

..

,

..

. .:••.

Minority Business Problems
I

~

113.\;J

&~

1J1 cc:h11olo~J:Z'

L<lbor Arbitration
Legal Counselling
Science of Judicial Proof

··•'..:

Model MBA/JD Curriculum I
First Year (Business School)

b

p

1st Semester

2nd Semester

Math. Foundations & Statistical
Inference
Human Behavior and Commun.
Economic Theory of the Firm
Managerial Accounting
Enterprise Workshop I

3
3
3

3
3

Operations Research
Cost Analysis & Control
Marketing Management
Management of Human Resources
Enterprise Workshop II

T5

3
3
3
3
3

TS

Second Year (Law School)
1st Semester

2nd Semester

Torts I
Contracts I
Criminal Law I
Procedure I
Property I
Legal Bibliography I

3
3
3
3
3
1

16

Torts I I
Contracts II
Criminal Law II
Procedure II
Property II
Legal Bibliography II

3

3

3
3
3

1

16

Third Year (Law School)*
1st Semester

2nd Semester.
. j

Business Associations
Labor Law
Constitutional Law
Sales

4
3

4
2

IT

Federal Tax
Anti-Trust
Evidence
Commercial Paper

4

3
3
3

IT

Fourth Year (Combined)
1st Semester (Business}
Research, Manufacturing and
Materials Control
Finartcial Management
Macroeconomic Theory
Social-Political-Economic
Forces
Enterprise Workshop III

2nd Semester (Law)
3
3
3

Electives

12-15

3
3

TS

*N.B. All courses in the Law School after the first year of study are elective.
However, the program set forth for the Third Year of study is strongly recommended.

Model MBA/JD Curriculum II
First Year (Law School)
2nd Semester

1st Semester
Torts I
Contracts I
Criminal Law I
Procedure I
.Property I

Legal Bibliography .I

3
3
3
3

3

1

16

Torts II
Contracts II
Criminal Law II
Procedure II
Property II

Legal Bibliography II

3
3
3
3
3

1

nr

Second Year (Law School)
2nd Semester

1st Semester
Business Associations
Labor Law
Constitutional Law
Sales

4
3
4
2

IT

Federal Tax
Anti-Trust
Evidence
Commercial Paper

4
3
3
3

IT

Third Year (Business School)
2nd Semester

1st Semester
Math. Foundations and Statistical
Inference
3
Human Behavior and Commun. 3
Economic Theory of the
Firm
.. ,
3
Managerial Accounting
3
Enterprise Workshop I
3
T5"

Operations Research
Cost Analysis and Control
Marketing Management
Management of Human Resources
Enterprise Workshop II

3
3
3
3
3

T5

Fourth Year (Combined)
2nd Semester (Law)

1st Semester. (Business)
Research, Manufacturing and
Materials Control
3
Financial Management
3
Macroeconomic Theory
3
Social-Political-Economic
Forces
3
Enterprise Workshop III
3
TS

Electives

12-15

*N.B. All courses in the Law School after the first year of study are elective.
However, the program set fourth for the second year of study is strongly recommended.

Model MBA/JD Curriculum III
First Year (Law School)
2nd Semester

1st Semester
Torts I
Contracts I
Criminal Law I
Procedure I
Property I
Legal Bibliography I

3
3
3
3
3
1

Tb

Torts II
Contracts II
Crimi na 1 Law II
Procedure II
Property II
Legal Bibliography II

3
3
3
3
3
1

Tb

Second Year (Business School)
2nd Semester

1st Semester
Math. Foundations &Statistical
Inference
3
Human Behavior and Commun.
3
Economic Theory of the Firm
3
Managerial Accounting
3
Enterprise Workshop I
3

Operations Research
Cost Analysis and Control
Marketing Management
Enterprise Workshop II

3
3
3
3

T5

15

Third Year (Law School)
2nd Semester

1st Semester
Business Associations
Labor Law
Constitutional Law,~
Sales

4

3

4
2

IT

Federal Tax
Anti-Trust
Evidence
Commercial Paper

4
3
3
3

IT

Fourth Year (Combined)
2nd Semester (Law)

1st Semester (Business)
Research, Manufacturing and
Materials Control
Financial Management
Macroeconomic Theory
Social-Political-Economic
Forces
Enterprise Workshop III

* N.B.

3
3
3

Electives

12-15

3
3

T5"

All courses in the Law School after the first year of study are elective.
However, the program set forth for the Third Year of study is strongly recommended.

I

Appendix D

I

~·

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON GRADES AND EXAMINATIONS
27 January 1970
The Committee has views regarding the review of grades, \'lhich may
be summarized in this sense.
FIRST:

The grading of law school.examinatio~s~ papers; a~d performances on projects, exerc1ses,.or cl!n1cal work, is an
exercise of the judgment and d1scret1on of the faculty
member teaching the course. It would be highly undesirable
for this committee, or anyone else, to review this.

SECOND:

The existence or creation of a committee, board, or other
structure for the purpose of conducting such reviews would
be equally undesirable.

THIRD:

The committee considered in its private deliberations the
problem that it is theoretically possible for a student to
be injured or disadvantaged in his grade by bias, prejudice,
corruption, or incompetence on the part of a faculty member.
Indeed, the members of the committee have in their collective
experience known or heard of a few such cases over the course
of the years in other places. It is noted that none of these
places had a formalized structure for dealing with such matters
specifically, but in each case relief seems to have been accorded.
The Committee does not believe it is desirable to create any
additional formalized structure of procedures for the purpose
of meeting such eventuality. The regular administrative officers
and faculty would seem the appropriate apparatus should such a
case arise.

IN SUMMARY: The committee considered and discussed this problem fairly
exhaustively. We believe that an appeal to change an individual
grade in a course, once it gets bey9nd the professor actually
giving the grade, involves two possible types of questions:
L

Questions of judgment and discretion as to the quality of the
student's performance. We believe extensive and powerful reasons
exist for NOT reviewing such matters. We will be happy to supply
these orally at the meeting of the faculty.

2.

Questions touching the integrity of professional competence of a
faculty member. Obviously, these are matters within the jurisdiction of the whole faculty or its permanent members to whose
attention such matters would ordinarily be brought by,the Dean
or his associate or assistant, to whom any such complaint could
be expected to come, without need of any formal rule or structure.
It is unrealistic to suppose that students would lack the intelligence or determination needed to bring such a matter adequately
to our attention in the absence of formalized procedures.

APPENDIX E:

I

t

Regulations for awarding academic credit for co-curricular activities

approved by the Faculty pursuant to Haynes Code Sec. 4.14

.. ;i

Legislative Bureau
Up to two hours credit per semester may be given for satisfactory participation
in the Legislative Bureau.

The Faculty Advisor shall certify at the close of each

semester the names of students entitled to credit, and the amount of credit to which
each is entitled.
B~reau

A student desiring to be considered for credit for Legislative

work in a particular semester shall submit to the Faculty Advisor actual

research, draft statutes, specific memoranda or other work products that demonstrate
a significant intellectual and professional accomplishment of that student acting
alone or actively with others.
Legal Aid and Defender Association
1.

Student members of the Association will be required to work an average of four

hours per week over the period of a semester in order to attain one hour of academic
credit.

Should the student elect to participate in the Association for two academic.

credits, that student would be required to work an average of eight hours per week
over the course of the semester.
required

over~the

Where 3 or 4 credit hours are requested, the time

course of the semester would be a weekly average of 12 hours and

16 hours respectively.
2.

.; '

.

The word ''work", as used in the preceding paragraph, is inclusive of attendance

at Division and Association seminars as well as the actual clinical experience and
research performed by the student-member.

I

The Association will request its member-

ship to attend two or three seminars of general interest to law students participating in the program.

It is up to the discretion of the Directors to determine

the number of seminars which the division members will be required to attend.
3.

The time put in by the student members in actual clinical work and attendance

at seminars will be recorded weekly by the division Directors and submitted
Managing Director.

to the

Subject to the provisions of Par. 4, the awarding of credit

to the student member at the termination of a semester, where the student has
elected to participate for credit, will be determined by the Director of the particular division in which that student has chosen to work.

~:

.

4.

Ea. ch division will have a faculty advisor, who shall be kept

work being done by the students active in that divisi·on,

apprised of the

and shall be notified of
If aft
,
er reasonable notification and
warning, the faculty advisor of any division considers that the
f th t
·
·
program o
a
division has not been carried out, he may recommend to the law school faculty that_
t he educational seminars of that division.

credit not be awarded to student members of that division.

It shall be the

ultimate responsibility of the faculty advisor of each division to supervise the
work of that division and to report to the Dean at the conclusion of each semester
the names of the participants who are, in his judgment, entitled to academic credit
and the amount of credit to which each is entitled.

'

Moot Court
A student participating in the second year Moot Court arguments shall be
granted one credit for each semester in which he participates.

The members of the

National Moot Court team shall be granted·two credits each during the semester in
which the national competition takes place.

The Executive Director shall be

granted one credit for each semester of his third year.
granted one credit each for the fall semester only.

Other directors shall be

It shall be the ultimate res-

pons i bi 1ity of.. ,the faculty advisor of the Court to approve the program and supervise its implementation and to report to the Dean at the conclusion of each semester·:;
the names of the participants who are, in his judgment, entitled to academic credit
and the amount of credit to which each is entitled.
Lawyer
1.

A second year member of the Lawyer staff may earn four hours of academic

credit for satisfactory participation during his second year.

He may allocate these

credits to ei the·r semester of the year in which they are earned, or to either
semester of the following year if he continues to participate satisfactorily during
that year.

A third year member of the Lawyer may earn two hours of academic cre-

dit applicable to either semester for satisfactory participation during his third
year.

Provided, that not more than two credits may be allocated to any one semester

and not more than 4 may be considered in fulfillment of requirements for graduation.

2.

Satisfactory participation shall consist of one of the following:
(a) writing one case comment and one note, or the equivalent,
Plus performing research, proofreading, etc. as assigned.
(b) writing one note and performing substantial editorial work;
or the equivalent.
(c) performing the duties of the Editor-in-Chief, or one of his
four principal assistants.

3.

The Editor-in-Chief shall determine and report in a manner satisfactory to

the Faculty Advisor what members of the staff are participating satisfactorily,
and the Faculty Advisor shall report to the Law School Administrator what members
are entitled to academic credit.

. i

NOTRE DAJV:F LAWYER

STATUTES

I.

NA~ AND STATUS

The Notre Dame Lawyer is the Law Review of the Notre
Dame Law School. It is both a professional publication
and an integral part of the instruction program of
the Notre Dame Law Schooi. Subject to the primary responsibility of the Dean and Faculty for insuring that
its activities are appropriately directed to these
ends, it is managed and edited by the student staff
through the autonomous organization established in
this statute.
II. . OFFICERS

A.

Description
(1)

The Editorial Board shall be appointed by
the Editor-in~Chief.

(2)

The Editor-in-Chief shall have general supervision over the Notre Dame Lawyer.

The Editor-in-Chief and those appointed
pursuant to Section II. A (1) to assist the
Editor-in-Chief with his duties shall
Constitute the Editorial Board.
Selection
(J)

B.

(1) In the second semester, the members of the
,... Notre Dame Lawyer shall elect the Edi tor-inChief for the succeeding volume. The manner
of election may be determined in the bylaws.

III.

MEMBERSHIP
Ao

Appointments
At the close of the second semester of each
academic year, the Editor-in-Chief shall tender
an appointment to the Notre Dame Lawyer staff to
a minimum of fifteen (15) students in academic
rank in the first-year class, as determined by
cumulative average, subject to the following
provisions a
(1), If one or more of such students declines or
is ineligible for appointment, the Editor-inChief may then tender' appointments to the
next highest man or men until a minimum
of fifteen (15) have accepted positions on
the Notre Dame Lawyer.

-2-

(2)

Should the appointments be made from mistake of fact as to the cumulative ranking,
such mistake may, at the direction of the
Edi tor-in-Chief, the Dean, and the- Faculty
Advisor, be rectified by whatever measures
seem equitable in the situation, but in no
case shall any first-year student properly
ranked in the first fifteen (15) of his
class, and otherwise not ineligible, be
deprived of his tender of appointment.

(J)

If the Law School shall cease to compute or
to release academic rank, the bylaws shall
make provision for determining academic
rank for purposes of this paragraph.

(4)

The bylaws may make provision for a writing
program whereby qualified students, not
eligible on the basis of academic rank,
may be added to the staff.

(5)

A transfer student who would have been
extended an offer to join the law review
staff of his former school is qualified.
In·the event that there are more than three
qualified transfer students, they sh;:Ul be
admitted to the Notre Dame LaWYer staff only
through the established second-year writing
program. Otherwise, a qualified transfer
student shall be admitted to the Notre Dame
Lawyer upon the completion of one publishable
article. In any event, application shall
be made within two weeks after the beginning
of his first semester at Notre Dame Law
School.

a,

B.

STATUTES

Acceptance or Rejection of Membership Tenders
Every person who is tendered an offer of membership between June 1 and September 1 .shall have
three (J) weeks from date of letter within which
to accept or reject the offer. A rejection may
be either express or implied from failure to
respond within the three-week period. The Editorin-Chief may exercise his discretion and reinstate
or extend a ~ender beyond the three-week period
but ~uch reinstatement or extension
'

shall run only until Sentemher 1. After September 1 a tenrler may be
reinstaterl only hv a vote of 2/3 of the Notre Dame Lawyer memhers 11ip
present at a ~gu.larly-schecluled mcetinr,.
IV•

V.

IJISCTPLI'.\E

A.

·me Notre Dame La>vyer organization undertakes as nart of its ·rhle
in the nrogram of instruction of the Law School t0 insure that
everv m~mb~r of the staff is assigned substa11ti al eclj toriJ 1 and
writing duties and rierforms them satisfactorily, Failure to
perform 5atis factorily the duties ass i \,med or the nut ies attR.c!11.~.I
to an office wi 11 result in dismissal from office, rlismissa 1 from
staff, or such lesser disciplinary action as may he annrooriate.

~.

TI1c

C.

The es tab 1 i shment of internal disciplinary orocedures Pursuant to
t1is statute is snbiect to the general responsibilitv of the Dean
and the Faculty for- the discipline of the Law School, and the !lean
a'ld faculty expressly reserve the right to take. any <.lisciplinary
action they might have taken had this statute not heen nassed.

n.

Plagiarism or other dishonorable conduct shall not he made the
sul:> j ect of any internal disciplinary procedure. Any member of
t:le staff or Editorial Board accused or suspected of suc~1 conduct
shall be immediately reported to the Dean.

E.

Certi flcation

bylaws may establish procedures for disciplinary action pursuant
to Section TV(A). Such procedures shall afford reasonable notice
and opporttmi ty to be hear<l. Disciplinary action taken uursmv1t
to such procedure shall be final, except that anyone <lismisse<l from
t~le staff or from a position on the E<litorial DoarJ shall have
a right of aopeal to the Dean.

(1)

~lonthly, the Editor-in-Chief shall submit a report. to the
Dean certifying those members of the staff who have performed
sat is factori ly the work assigned them, and renorting t~rnse
members, if any, who have not satisfactorily performed t~e work
assigned them.

(2)

Every staff member shall have the richt to insnect a conv of
the monthly report. Any staff member who considers an ~favorable
report to he unfair has the right to file a written nrotest
with the Edi tor-in-Chief and with the Dean setting f~rth sueci fically
why he considers such report to be tmfair to him.
·

AMf':..'lD~IENTS 11

-----------··-·--

Ame~dments to this statute may be adopted by a 2/3 vote of a quorum,
subJect to the approval of the Faculty. A rtuorum shall consist of a
simple majority of the membership. f\ny amendment so adopted shall be
certified by the Edi tor-in-Chief to the Faculty Advisor who shall
transni t it to the Dean with his recomme;dation. 11li rt; days after such

- 4 -

amendment~all

transmittal, such
go into effect unless 6e T)can inforr.is
the T:clitor-in-Chief that it has heen disanprovcd by the faculty.

Suhject to this statute, the members of the Notre_ name r.ar'i')er, hy a simnle
majority of a quorum as <le fined in Section V, may make, amend, or renea 1
any bylaw.
_, VII•

TRANSITION

At the close of the academic year in which this statute takes effect, the'
Edi tor-:ln-Chief shal 1 tender an appointment to any person who would l\ave
been entitled to such an appointment under the statl.1te previous Iy in effe t •

.,.._.
~': '·

,

----~--------

NOTRE DAME LAWYER
STATUTES
January

lo

1974

NAME AND STATUS

I.

The Notre Dame Lawyer is the Law Review of the Notre
Dame Law School. It is both a professional publication
and an integral part of the instruction program of
the Notre Dame Law School. Subject to the primary responsibility of the Dean and Faculty for insuring that
its activities are appropriately directed to these
ends, it is managed and edited by the student staff
through the autonomous organization established in
this statute.
II.

OFFICERS
A.

Description

I

I
I
I

(1)

The Editorial Board shall be appointed by
the Editor-in-Chief.

( 2)

The Edi tor-in-Chief shall have general supervision over the Notre Dame Lawyer.

(J)

The Editor-in-Chief and those appointed
pursuant to Section II A (1) to assist the

I
I.
I
I
I
I

Editor-in-Chief with his duties shall

B.

Constitute the Editorial Board.
Selection

( 1) · '1n the second semester, the members of the

Notre Dame Lawyer shall elect the Editor-inChief for the succeeding volume. The manner
of election may be determined in the bylaws.

III.

MEMBERSHIP
A.

Appointments
At the close of the second semester of each
academic year, the Editor-in-Chief shall tender
an appointment to the Notre Drune Lawyer staff to
a minimum of fifteen (15) students in academic
rank in the first-year class, as determined by
cumulative average, subject to the following
provisions a
(1)

If one or more of such students declines or
is ineligible for appointment, the Editor-inChief may then tender appointments to the
next highest man or men until a minimum
of fifteen (15) have accepted positions on
the Notre Dame Lawyer.

,_

li.OTRE DAME LAWYER
(2)

Be
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STATUTES

Should the appointments be made from mistake of fact aa to the cumulative ranking,
such mistake may, at the direction of the
Editor-in-Chief, the Deanp and the Faculty
Advisor, be rectified by whatever n.easures
seem equitable in the situation, but in no
case shall any first-year student properly
ranked in the first fifteen (15) of his
class, and otherwise not ineligible 0 be
deprived of his tender of appointment.

(J}

If the Law School shall cease to compute or
to release academic rank, the bylaws shall
make provision for determining academic
rank for purposes of this paragraph.

('+)

The bylaws may make provision for a writing
program whereby qualified students, not ·
eligible on the basis of academic rank,
may be added to the staff.

(5)

transfer student who would have been
extended an offer to join the law review
staff of his former school is qualified.
In the event that there are more than three
qualified transfer students, they shall be
admitted to the Notre Dame Lawyer staff only
through the established second-year writing
.... Program. Otherwise, a qualified transfer
·student shall be admitted to the Notre Dame
Lawyer upon the completion of one publishable
article. In any event, application shall
be made within two weeks after the beginning
of his first semester at Notre Dame Law
School.
A

Acceptance or Rejection of Membership Tenders
Every person who is tendered an offer of membership between June 1 and September 1 shall have
three (J) weeks from date of letter within which
to accept or reject the offer. A rejection may
be either express or implied from failure to
respond within the three-week periode The Editorin-Chief may exercise his discretion and reinstate
or extend a tender beyond the three-week period,
but such reinstatement or extension shall run only
until September 1. After September 1 a tender may
b~ reinstated only by a vote of 2/J of the Notre
Qame Lawyer membership present at a regularly-scheduled
meeting.

NOTRE DA~ LAWYER

IV•

I

V.

-J-

STATliT~S

DISC IPLINS
A.

The Notre Dame Lawyer organization undertakes as
part of its role i.n the program of ins true ti on of
the Law School to insure that every memher of the
staff is assigned substantial editorial and writing
duties and performs them satisfactorily. Failure to
perform satisfactorily the duties assigned or the
duties attached to an office will result in dismissal
from office, dismissal from staff, or such lesser
disciplinary action as may be appropriate.

B.

The bylaws may establish procedures for disciplinary
action pursuant to Section IV(A). Such procedures
shall afford reasonable notice and opportunity to be
heard.
Disciplinary action taken pursuant to such
procedure shall be fin al, except that anyone dismissed
from the staff or from a position on the Editorial
Board shall have a right of appeal to the Dean.

C.

The establishment of internal disciplinary procedures
pursuant to this statute is subject to the general
responsibility of the Dean and the Faculty for the
discipline of the Law School, and the Dean and Faculty
expressly reserve the right to take any disciplinary 1
action they might have taken had this statute not
been passed.

D.

Plagiarism or other dishonorable conduct shall not
be made the subject of any internal disciplinary
proce~µre.
Any member of the staff or Editorial
Board ~ccused or suspected of such conduct shall be
immediately reported to the Dean.

AMENDMENTS
Amendments to this statute may be adopted by a 2/3
vote of a quorum, subject to the approval of the
Faculty. A quorum shall consist of a simple majority
of the membership. Any amendment so adopted shall be
certified by the Editor-in-Chief to the ·Faculty Advisor,
who shall transmit it to the Dean with his recommendation.
Thirty days after such transmittal, such amendments
shall go into effect unless the Dean informs the
Editor-in-Chief that it has been disapproved by the
Faculty.
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STATUTES

BYLAWS
Sub,iect to this statute, the members of the Notre Dame
Lawyer, by
simple majority of a quorum as defined in
Section V, may make, amend, or repeal any bylaw.

NOTRE DAME LAWYER
BYLAWS
January 1, 1974
I.

ELECTION OF THE EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
A.

Time
The ~lection of the Editor-m...Chief shall be held in
Fel:>:r;uary of ef),gh yef),r on a date selected by the

eurrent
B.

Editor~in~Chief,

Preliminary Meeting
At least two weeks before the election the Editorin-Chief shall call a meeting of the second and third
year members at which he shall generally explain the
election procedure.

c.

NoJTlinations

. i

Any member of the second year class who wishes to be
a candidate shall nominate himself by submitting a
typed one page resume to the Editor-in-Chief. The resume
shall be submitted at least ten days before the date
set for the election, and shall contain brief statements
about the candidate's college background, including
grades, activites, and job experience. The resume
should also contain the candidate's law school grades
and activities.
D.

Interviews
(1)

On the day of the election each candidate shall
appear before the entire Lawyer staff present,
except that the candidates for Editor-in-Chief
shall not be present. Each candidate shall be
allotted ten minutes for a short presentation of
his criticism of the Lawyer and his ideas and
plans for the law review.

(2)

Following such presentation there shall be a
question-and-answer period. Each member shall
be rec·og-nized once by the chair in the order
the names appear on the Lawyer masthead to ask a
question or questions of the candidate. During
this question-and-answer period, the chair in its
discretion may, in the interest of conserving time,
cut off the questioning by any member and continue
down the masthead. After each member has been
afforded m.n opportunity in such manner to question
th.e candidate 0 the chair in its discretion may
allow further questioning and may cut off questioning at any time thereaftero

BYLAWS
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-Jballot where each eligible member shall
indicate his first choice only. In tabulating the vote each third year member's
ballot shall count as one vote and each
second year member's ballot shall count as
two votes. The two, three, or four candidates having the highest number of points
shall continue as candidates.
(2)

Fv

Second Session
(a)

In the second and following sessions, before
the general discussion is begun, each eliminated candidate shall have an opportunity to
express his opinions of the remaining candidates. In the general discussion each second
year non-candidate member shall have an
opportunity to speak before any third year
member and voice an opinion. The candidates
will have an opportunity to comment both
af'ter all third year students have voiced
their opinions and after all discussion has
been terminated.

(b)

If each member has had at least one opportunity
to speak any member may make a motion to
terminate discussion. After discussion is
terminated; a vote shall be take as in subsection (1) part (d) of this section to
determine the number of candidates that shall
be eliminated. The procedure and tabulation
of this vote shall be the same as the procedure and tabulation of the vote provided
for in subsection (1) part (e) of this section.
On any ballot after the first ballot a simple
majority of points shall be sufficient to
elect the Editor-in-Chief •. After the first
ballot and after each succeeding ballot in
which no candidate receives a simple majority
this procedure shall be repeated, beginning
with subsection (2) part (a) of this section.

Parliamentarian
The Editor-in-Chief or whomever he shall designate
shall act as Parliamentarian and his decision shall
be final on all questions of procedure or interpretation
of the Bylaws.
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II.

Removal of the Editor-in-Chief
(1)

The Editor-in-Chief may be removed from his
position by a written petition signed by threeforths of the entire staff; such petition should
contain a full enumeration of the grievances
against the Editor-in-Chief. Removal is subject
to approval by the Dean and the Faculty Advisor.

(2)

The Editor-in-Chief shall be removed from his
position for making pre-election campaign promises
or appointments to the Editorial Board. His
guilt shall be determined by a board of seven
staff members appointed by the Faculty Advisor.

DISCIPLINE
A.

·In General
No staff member shall be disciplined except in accordance with the procedures enumberated in the Statutes
and Bylaws. Disciplinary action may include dismissal,
suspension, and such lesser sanctions as provided
in the Bylaws.

B.

Hearings
No staff member shall be subject to dismissal or suspension without a hearing by the Hearing Board. This
Board.· shall consist of the Editor-in-Chief, two members
of the Editorial Board chosen by lot, and two staff
members chosen by lot. Upon receipt of a complaint
against a staff member of such a nature as to warrant
dismissal or suspension, the Editor-in-Chief shall
convene the Board and inform them of the charges; hei
shall then require the Board members to investigate
such charges. At this time the Editor-in-Chief shall
inform the accused of the time and place of the hearingo
At the hearing the accused shall have full opportunity
to rebut the evidence presented and to question any
witnesses against him. After all evidence has been
heard, the Board shall then vote to determine the
guilt of the accuseds such decision shall be reached
by majority vote. If the accused is found guilty
the Board shall then determine the appropriate sa:iction.
Any staff member found guilty of a serious offense
shall have the right of appeal to the Dean.

c.

Serious Offenses and Their Sanctions

BYLAWS
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D.

Offenses meriting dismissal include

Minor

(a)

Three or more unexcused failures to meet
assigned deadlinesr

(b)

Three or more failures to submit writing
of the kind and quality expected of a
staff member3

(c)

Five or more unexcused failures to attend
required meetings, notice of which has
been posted for at least two days.

Disciplinary Sanctions

Minor disciplinary sanctions shall consist of the
Editor-in-Chief making mention of any violation of
Lawyer procedure or requirements in his monthly notice
to the Dean on.each Staff member. Further, for any
such violation the Editor-in-Chief shall deliver a
personal reprimand for a first offense and shall increase the amount of non-writing assignments for
second and following violations.
E.

Unsatisfactory Academic Performance
(1)

Any person who fails two or more law school
courses totalling four or more credit hours in
,,any one semester~ or three or more courses totalling six or more credit hours in any two consecutive semesters shall be ineligible for continued Lawyer membership.

(2)

Such person's status as a Lawyer member shall
automatically terminate on the first class day
of the law school semester immediately following
that semester in which the fourth or fifth hour
of "fail" grades was earnedp whichever shall be
sooner.

(J)

Any person whose LawYer membership status is so
terminated may be readmitted to Lawyer membership by the affirmative approval of three-fourths
of the Lawyer membership as expressed by secret
ballot.
·

(4)

For purposes of this section, the term "consecutive semesters" shall mean consecutive in
attendance by the person threatened with disciplinary action, and not consecutive in a law
school calendar sense.
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III.

M~MB~RSHIP SELECTION

A.

Second Year Writing Program
(1)

Eligibility
(a)

Every member of the incoming second year

class who is not on academic probation and

who has not been tendered an appointment
accordin~ to his academic rank shall be
eligible~to participate in the writing
program.

(2)

(b)

Every student eligible to participate in the
writing program shall be advised of the
existence of the program by the Editor-in- .
Chief at the end of the Spring semester and
at the beginning of the Fall Semester.

(c)

Every student who elects to participate in
the writing program shall submit a letter of
intent to the Editor-in-Chief by such date
as the Editor-in-Chief may designate.

The requirement of the writing program is satisfactory completion of a Case Comment of acceptable quality within a period of time stipulated
by the Editor-in-Chief during the summer or early
in the first semester •

•< ..:,~

(J)

(4)

Administration and Evaluation
{a)

The writing program shall be administered
under the supervision of the Editor-in-Chief.

(b)

Performance of the requirements of the
writing program shall be evaluated by a
committee of such members of the Editorial
Board, not less than three in number, as
the Editor-in-Chief shall appoint. The
committee shall have sole power to determine
which participants, if any, have satisfied
the requirements of the program, and shall
certify the results of its determinations
to the Editor-in-Chief.

The tender of an appointment to the Lawyer staff
to a participant who has satisfied the requirements
of the writing pro~ram shall lie in the discretion
of the Editor-in-Chief.
In exercising his discretion, the Editor-in-Chief may take into account

--------
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-7(1) the recommendations of the committee which
the performance of the participant,
(2) the quality of the materials submitted by
the participant in satisfying the requirements
of the program, and (J) the needs of the Lawyer
based on available third-year manpower, size of
the incoming second-year class, and available
financial resources for publication.
~valuatP.d

Bo

{5)

Every member of the Lawyer staff who may be
appointed under the provisions of this paragraph
shall enjoy all the rights, privileges, and duties
of members appointed by academic rank.

(6)

This paragraph shall take effect upon faculty
approval of section III.A.(4) of the Lawyer
statutes.

Third Year Writing Program
{1)

At the beginning of each semester the Editorin-Chief shall announce the third year writing
program.

(2)

Anyone in good academic standing at the law
school who has successfully completed the second
year of studies is eligible for appointment.

{ 3)

.f{equirements

(4)

(a)

Application for the program must be made to
the Editor-in-Chief by submission of a note
or case comment of publishable quality and
a statement of intention to participate in
the program prior to June 1 preceeding the
candidate's third year. The Editor-in-Chief
may in his discretion waive the requirement
of application by submission of a note or
comment and instead allow the first note or
comment to be submitted at a later dateo

(b)

The candidate must submit a second note or
case comment of publishable quality prior
to the student note and comment dealine of
the second issue in the candidate's third
year.

Effect of Application and Submission of Wri tiMsB
(a)

The Editor-in-Chief shall appoint a committee

BYLAWS
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of not less than three members to evaluate
the articles submitted. The committee shall
evaluate the articles and shall determine
who has completed both a note and case comment
or the equivalent of publishable quality.
(b)

The Edi tor-in-Chief shall at his discretion
tender an invitation for membership to those

persons recommended by the committee.
IV.

V.

VI.

(
1

PUBLICATION BY NON-MEMBBRS
A.

The Editor-in-Chief shall notify each second and third
year student who is not a member of the Lawyer that he
may submit materials to the Lawyer to be considered for
publication. Such notice shall be given individually
and in writing at the commencement of each academic year.

B.

The publication of any materials submitted by a
student who is not a member of the Lawyer shall not be
construed in any way as conferring membership on such
student.

CODIFICATION OF STATUTSS AND BYLAWS
A.

The official Statutes and Bylaws and amendments thereto
shall be filed by the Editor-in-Chief in an appropriate
mann.er and made available to any member who requests
to inspect them.

B.

From time to time but at least once each year during
March or April the Editor-in-Chief shall cause all
amendments to the Statutes and Bylaws to be codified
and the codification of each shall be submitted to
the members to certify the correctness of the codification by vote.

c.

Prior to certification of the Statutes and Bylaws the
various bills enacted shall be the official text.
After certification, the codified Statutes and Bylaws
shall be the official text.

ME13:TINGS

General meetings may be called by the Editor-in-Chief or
upon petition of a majority of the Notre Dame Lawyer membership. Notice of meetings will be published by the Edi torin-Chief or a designated,representative at least twenty-four
(24) hours in advance of the scheduled meeting. Notice
ohall be published in the J:iQ~J'.'~.-~Jll~aWYer office on the

official notice bulletin

b~ard,

